Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to Follow the News area in order to receive email notifications.

### New providers

*Provider: Harvard University Press (hup)*

Loeb Classical Library

### New collections

- **Provider: Alexander Street (alexanderpress)**
  
  Docuseek2 Complete Collection: Second Edition – All Titles  
  Docuseek2 Complete Collection: Second Edition – Australia  
  Docuseek2 Complete Collection: Second Edition – Canada  
  Docuseek2 Complete Collection: Second Edition – Outside North America  
  Docuseek2 Complete Collection: Second Edition – United States  
  Underground and Independent Comics, Comix, and Graphic Novels: Volume 2

- **Provider: American Chemical Society (ACS)**
  
  ACS Symposium Series eBooks – 2017 Front Files  
  ACS Symposium Series eBooks – 2018 Front Files

- **Provider: American Mathematical Society (AMS)**
  
  MMONO - Translations of Mathematical Monographs 1962 - 2014 Selected Titles (240 volumes)

- **Provider: Brepols Publishers (brepols)**
  
  Brepolis Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British Sources  
  Brepolis Index Religiosus  
  Brepolis International Bibliography of Humanism and the Renaissance  
  Brepolis L’Année philologique  
  Brepolis Patrologia Orientalis Database
New cooperatively contributed collections

- *** Brill journals, open access (global.5644.582) – contributed by University of the West Library
- *** DTL OA Asbury Seminary FirstFruits (March 2018 update) (global.215387.115) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA Baylor University Dissertations (Religious Studies) (global.215387.82) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
- *** DTL OA University of Gottingen (Religious Studies Related Ebooks) (global.215387.117) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA University of Louisville Religion Related Dissertations (global.215387.75) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA University of Texas Austin Dissertation in Religion Related Studies (global.215387.100) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** DTL OA VandenHoeck & Ruprecht Open Religion & Philosophy (global.215387.109) – contributed by Digital Theological Library
• *** Elsevier ScienceDirect Open Access and Open Archive Journals (global.930.54) – contributed by Nicholson Library
• Fiscale encyclopedie De Vakstudie (Kluwer Navigator) (global.60691.208) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
• *** Georgetown University Publications (Digital Georgetown) (global.5644.541) – contributed by University of the West Library
• Groene serie (Kluwer Navigator) (global.60691.209) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
• Kluwer Competition Law (global.60691.207) – contributed by Erasmus University Library
• *** Undena Publications (global.5644.564) – contributed by University of the West Library

* indicates a new provider
*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.

Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections, we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist. Not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection.

Discontinued Collection: INFORMS PubsOnline
Provider: HighWire Press
Collection ID: highwire.informs

Select this collection instead: INFORMS Journals
Provider: INFORMS
Collection ID: informs.journals

Discontinued Collection: British Institute of Radiology
Provider: HighWire Press
Collection ID: highwire.bir

Select this collection instead: British Institute of Radiology
Provider: British Institute of Radiology
Collection ID: openly.jsCate.bir
Statistics

Totals:
6,581 providers
19,933 collections
39,969,673 records